
  Single-Source Build and Publish

Document! X is a combination of an
automated documentation tool and a full
authoring environment which can be used
to create, publish and maintain accurate,
professional quality documentation for .NET,
Web Services, Databases, XSD Schemas,
COM Components and Type Libraries, Java
and Javascript.

Document! X is not just an automated
documentation build tool – it includes a
fully-featured documentation authoring
environment allowing you to supplement
the automatically generated content where
required.

All of the Document! X templates are fully
customizable and can be easily adapted or
extended to meet your specific
requirements.

Software Documentation Made Easy

  Generate Object Model Diagrams

  Customizable Outputs

  Automated Authoring Tools
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Use existing source code comments
and extend the source content
outside of the source with the rich
authoring environment provided.

Form a comprehensive documentation
set to cover resource groups,
operations, requests, responses and
parameters.

Use the Visual Comment Editor & Visual
Studio Integration for documentation
template styles for .NET and COM.

Adapt existing templates to match
existing corporate style and colors.

Contiem has a global user community
who work with our product development
team to improve our products. Our user
base plays a critical role in shaping the
way we upgrade and maintain our
products. 

All Contiem clients have access to our
help desk portal with product
documentation and support.

Generate professional, accurate, and
up-to-date reference documentation
for .NET assemblies, COM components
and type libraries, web APIs and
services, Java projects, databases
(Access, SQL Server, Oracle, OLE DB),
XSD schemas, and JavaScript. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONSCustomize Table of Contents

definitions.

Fine tune the standard phrases and
terminology used by Document! X to
match your standards.

Document! X templates are fully
customizable and can be easily
adapted or extended to meet
specific requirements.

Combine automated documentation
with generation with a full WYSIWYG
authoring environment.

Create in-line or linked examples with
the Example Code Designer and
example code is automatically
colorized in the generated output.

www.contiem.com

Support several different languages
(English, French, German, Dutch,
Italian, and Russian) for the phrases
used in the generated output.

Author content for multiple languages
within a single project with embedded
tip for primary locale content.
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